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Predictive Modelling II

I Performance evaluation
I Confusion matrices
I ROC curves
I Dealing with Imbalanced Classes

Reading: Witten and Frank, chapter 5
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Performance Evaluation

I Sample error, true error

I Confidence intervals for observed hypothesis error

I Estimators

I Paired t tests

I Comparing learning methods

I Reading: see also Mitchell chapter 5

Acknowledgement: The slides on performance evaluation are based on slides produced by Tom Mitchell, available

from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼tom/
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Sample error, generalization error

Sample error on sample S of size n

errorS(h) =
1
n

∑
i∈S

error(h(xi), t(xi))

(with the xi ’s drawn from p(x))
Generalization error

errorgen(h) =

∫
error(h(x), t(x))p(x) dx

How well does ES(h) estimate Egen(h)?
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Estimators

Experiment:
1. choose sample S of size n according to distribution p(x)

2. measure errorS(h)

errorS(h) is a random variable (i.e., result of an experiment)

errorS(h) is an unbiased estimator for errorgen(h)

Given observed errorS(h) what can we conclude about
errorgen(h)?
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Confidence Intervals

Let

error(h(x), t(x)) =

{
0 if h(x) = t(x)
1 if h(x) 6= t(x)

on this slide. Then if

I S contains n examples, drawn independently of h and each
other, and n ≥ 30

Then

I With approximately N% probability, errorgen(h) lies in interval

errorS(h)± zN

√
errorS(h)(1− errorS(h))

n

where

N%: 50% 68% 80% 90% 95% 98% 99%
zN : 0.67 1.00 1.28 1.64 1.96 2.33 2.58
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Interpretation of Confidence Intervals

I If errorS(h) is a random variable, the probability statement
of the previous slide is certainly true

I In practice only one value of errorS(h) is available
I The interpretation is as follows: if for each experiment like

this we were to claim that errorgen(h) lay within such a
confidence interval, then N% of these claims would be true
in the long run.

I There is a way to say something about the probability of
errorgen(h) given errorS(h), but this takes us into Bayesian
statistics
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Calculating Confidence Intervals

1. Pick parameter p to estimate
I errorgen(h)

2. Choose an estimator
I errorS(h)

3. Determine probability distribution that governs estimator
4. Find interval (L, U) such that N% of probability mass falls in

the interval
I Use table of zN values
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Paired t test to compare hA,hB

1. Partition data into k disjoint test sets T1, T2, . . . , Tk of equal size,
where this size is at least 30.

2. For i from 1 to k , do
δi ← errorTi (hA)− errorTi (hB)

3. Return the value δ̄ ≡ 1
k

∑k
i=1 δi

N% confidence interval estimate for d :

δ̄ ± tN,k−1 sδ̄, sδ̄ ≡

√√√√ 1
k(k − 1)

k∑
i=1

(δi − δ̄)2

Note δi approximately Normally distributed
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Comparing two learning algorithms

Etrain =
1
n

n∑
i=1

error(hS(xi), ti)

Egen =

∫
error(hS(x), t(x)) p(x)dx

We would like to estimate

ES∼p(x)[Egen(LA(S))− Egen(LB(S))]

where L(S) is the hypothesis output by learner L using training set S

i.e., the expected difference in true error between hypotheses output
by learners LA and LB, when trained using randomly selected training
sets S (of size n) drawn according to distribution p(x).
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1. Partition data D0 into k disjoint test sets T1, T2, . . . , Tk of
equal size (k > 30?)

2. For i from 1 to k , do
use Ti for the test set, and the remaining data for training set Si

Si ← {D0 − Ti}
hA ← LA(Si)
hB ← LB(Si)
δi ← errorTi (hA)− errorTi (hB)

3. Return the value δ̄, where

δ̄ ≡ 1
k

k∑
i=1

δi

We’d like to use the paired t test on δ̄ to obtain a confidence
interval but not really correct, because the training sets in this
algorithm are not independent (they overlap!)
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Summary

I errorS(h) is an unbiased estimator of errorgen(h) as long as
h was chosen independently of S.

I Confidence intervals can be derived
I Comparing two hypotheses: use paired t-test
I Comparing two learning algorithms: paired cross-validation
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Confusion matrices

I Two-class prediction: confusion matrix

predicted class
actual class yes no
yes true positive false negative

no false positive true negative

I FP and FN generally have different costs⇒ Decision
theory

I Can be generalized to multi-class classification problems
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ROC curves

I ROC = receiver operating characteristic (from signal detection
theory) to characterize tradeoff between hit rate and false alarm
rate over a noisy channel

I c∗ is the desired class (positive)

I Classifier outputs probabilities p̂(c∗|x)

I Rank examples by p̂(c∗|x)

I Set a threshold θ and classify all cases with

p̂(c∗|x) > θ

as positive, otherwise negative

I Plot true positive rate vs false positive rate as θ varies from 1 to
0.
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I Y-axis:
true positive rate =

TP
TP + FN

I X:axis
false positive rate =

FP
FP + TN

predicted class
actual class yes no
yes TP FN

no FP TN
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false positive rate
0 100 %

0

100 %

true

positive

rate

I NW corner is the place to be

I Random performance is on diagonal

I Choose operating point to maximize expected reward

I Different learning schemes give different ROC curves
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Related curves

I Lift Chart
Rank examples in terms of p(c∗|x). Choose top k . Plot TP(k )
against k

I Recall-Precision Curve
For information retrieval. Plot TP rate against precision

precision =
TP

TP + FP

I Error-reject curves
Multi-class classifier. Use threshold θ so that only classify a case
if

max
k

p̂(ck |x) > θ

otherwise reject
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Dealing with Imbalanced Classes

I If 99% of examples are from one class, always predicting that
class label will give low error rate

I Training class-conditional models reduces this problem,
compared to discriminative classifiers

I We may be interested in other measures of accuracy instead of
classification error, e.g. area under ROC curve, or expected loss.

I Prior Scaling rebalances the set of training examples to reduce
imbalance

I Duplicate (or upweight) examples from rare class(es)
I Discard (or downweight) frequent class(es)
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I Compensation for prior scaling

P(ck |x) ∝ P̃(ck |x)
P(ck )

P̃(ck )

(see Bishop (1995) p 223), where P(ck ) is true frequency of
class k in the dataset, P̃(ck ) is the frequency of class k in the
reweighted dataset, and P̃(ck |x) is the output prediction from a
classifier trained on the reweighted dataset. P(ck |x) is
normalized by requiring it to sum to 1.

I See http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/∼gweiss/papers/ml-tr-44.pdf and
references therein

I Real-world example: K. J. Ezawa and S. W. Norton, IEEE
Expert, 45-51 October 1996, on Uncollectable
Telecommunications Accounts
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